There’s a number of
companies that can
do everything we do.

zero.

That number is

Quality.
Availability.
Price.

The IBI Difference:
Our Rigorous Process
RESEARCH/DESIGN

With IBI, You Can
Have It All.

Once a new application is identified, we:

• Analyze and engineer it

• Draw it in CAD according to unique specifications,
incorporating up to 60 different dimensions

At IBI, we don’t cut corners – and we

• Create a prototype with characteristics and tolerances

never have. For half a century, we’ve
been laser focused on our customers’
needs. That’s how we’ve earned their
trust and grown to be the largest
global supplier of brake hardware
in the automotive aftermarket.
And that’s why you can be
confident making IBI your
single source for all your
brake hardware needs.

equal to or better than the original OE part

MANUFACTURING

We then determine which:

• Materials to use

• Heat treating or plating processes to apply
• Tools necessary to design and make the part

We follow those processes and create
PPAP samples for testing

TESTING

Our quality process encompasses that ALL part dimensions –
not just critical ones – are within tolerances of the print

• We validate every facet of print prior to production run,

including dimensions, material, heat treat, plating and more
• We test fit and function on full-caliper assembly
• We use salt spray to validate corrosion resistance
• We randomly sample parts from every production run to ensure
we deliver the high quality you expect
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IBI Celebrates 50 Years as the Largest
Global Supplier of Brake Hardware
in the Automotive Aftermarket
IBI has combined 50 years of experience and industry
knowledge with a commitment to innovation that
puts our customers’ needs first. The result: a series
of extraordinary capabilities that directly benefit
our automotive aftermarket customers.
Our Global Footprint overlays our customers’
locations – by design
– The Right Product at the Right Time
We have unparalleled product coverage,
with 99% of vehicles from 1964-present
– No waiting for parts, so no lost sales opportunities
We are first-to-market with new coverage
– You can feel confident “we’ve got the part”
you need
We never stop innovating
– The latest technology puts you one step
ahead of the competition

Count on IBI for
OEM-Quality

• Disc Brake Hardware
• Drum Brake Hardware
• Disc Pad Installation Kits
• Parking Brake Kits
• Low Frequency Dampers
•	Electronic Brake
Wear Sensors
• Heavy Duty Air Disc Kits
• Caliper Mounting Bolts
• Poly Steel Brake Lines
• Brake Line Fittings
• Banjo Bolts & Gaskets
• Bleeder Screws
• Brake Lubricants

Here’s to the Next 50 Years Serving You!
Visit: internationalbrakeindustries.com
Contact: (800) 537-2838

